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Response
Or, instead of supporting/holding our own charter, how about a magnet (eg. Ada Vista & Goodwillie in FHPS, Montessori in GRPS, etc)?
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if you can track me I am removing my last message
we already have many RISC strategies in place. Have we discussed improving what we have vs. re-inventing the wheel again? What strategies? How are they implemented? How are they working?
Chip Heyboar looks handsome in his tie.
is block scheduling essential the this system and if so, are there some classes that meet daily?
can you track who is sending messages in.
do the waivers affect state funding?
what concerns do those that attended visits have when you look to bringing it to kenowa?
If the our district elects to not adopt RISC, might we consider supporting our own charter that would?
what concerns do those that attended visits have when you look to bringing it to kenowa? Round Table discussions may be a good way to continue these conversations--You could affinity all these questions into hot topics for the table talks.
how did the school adopt the model without common assessments in place.? Surely we would not attempt this without doing this work first???  What school was this?
have there been any schools who have adopted this model and ended up not being successful with it and changed back?
did anyone speak with teachers from the Monmouth district that discussed leaving the district? Why did they propose leaving? Kennebec Journal 6.14.12
have the teachers felt like their delivery of instruction has changed? should we focus first on risc or pbl? Good discussion point--this may be something you want to compare and contrast
there is a lottery in alaska to get in.  will we have one too?
Since this supposedly a learner centered program, would possibly staggered starting (and ending) times for our high school students be a realistic expectation? Some students have a difficult time getting up in the morning and possibly might be more amenable to their "clocks""."
how will this affect teacher evaluations
who assists teachers in updating "educate"" website?"
Does this fit with NWEA?  If not can we just eliminate that test.  Unnecessary testing?  Finland? Good discussion point
Since this supposedly a learner centered program, would possibly staggered starting times for our high school students be a realistic expectation?
Since this supposedly a learner centered program, would possibly staggered starting times for our high school students be a realistic expectation?
Since this supposedly a learner centered program, would possibly staggered starting times for our high school students be a realistic expectation?
Since this supposedly a learner centered program, would possibly staggered starting times for our high school students be a realistic expectation?
Since this supposedly a learner centered program, would possibly staggered starting times for our high school students be a realistic expectation?
was there a major decline in student achievement the 1st few yrs of implementation? No
Do they MAP/NWEA test
what will the state of Michigan say about our ayp
what will the state of Michigan say about our ayp
can you speak more specifically to why some opinions suggest the model  "accepts mediocrity?"""
Couldn't we just raise our pass grade to a higher %?       How will this help improve teacher and student practice?
have there been any schools who have adopted this model and ended up not being successful with it and changed back? Yes, generally speaking SV and Leadership are key components to success for district wide system change
. How does this fit with HET
How are the schools performing on state standardized tests?
The statistics show improvement but are we certain that the demographics of the students stayed the same over that time period? (Did higher achieving kids come into the district contributing to the rise in performance?)
What are the drop out rates for these districts? And how do these rates compare to the rates prior to implementation?
In the elementary grades, what do the classroom libraries look like?
. What were the class sizes?  What are the role of the specialists?
What are student to teacher ratios?
What about the kids who "won't.""  For whatever reason  This # should decrease!
how are the AP students worked into to the RISC model
What about special education students and learning accommodations?
Why isn't the entire Anchorage district using RISC? Why only 200 of 49000? Great Question!  There was an effort that started about 6 years ago to implement standards-based repoprt cards in all the elementary schools.  The missing piece that we see is that there was no systematic attempts to change practice to match the repoprting approach.  Often times people want to jump to changing report cards, which is understandable considering the significance placed on them.  In a Personal Mastery system, traditional reporting formats reports card are emphasized less as they representing
What are class sizes
Will we see the actual feedback from the parents and businesses on this model? How many actaul
Will we see the actual feedback from the parents and businesses on this model? Ho
Is there a connection between publicly posted progress and student achievement?
will we have a process to make sure each standard or expectation has validity, consistency, rigor and coordinates with every teacher and the state or national, standards?
what are the class sizes like?
What kind of support will the KISD be able to provide with this model? Are they in favor of this model?
. Specials....art,music, etc.?
What about elementary?  What about the specials programs?
Were the students still put in classes - by grade level - or was there a variety of different ages in a high school classroom?
Chip Heyboer looks handsome in his tie :)
what do class sizes and funding look like at the elementary level?
What happens when there are more students that don't keep up with the pacing calendar or don't adequately meet the criteria to pass a standard than what we have teachers to provide intervention?
How do we handle the parents/kids/colleagues that do not buy into this program?
Will class sizes be reduced to better meet student needs?
How many students are in each classroom? Teacher student ratio?
. Does this mean we would no longer need NWEA?  How does this affect teacher evaluations?  What would we be evaluated on?
where are the arts in this?
- how did they get their students to become more independent learners?
How would the MAP assessments fit into this paradigm ?
How long did they work on aligning standards and developing rubrics before implementation?
Can we get a copy of the powerpoint to look over?
when will all the legwork be done for aligning curriculum and by whom?
What kind of educator PD is the district able to guarantee if the RISC model is implemented?
what has OUR community said so far?
What percent of our  students (k-12) have been represented by parents at the RISC informational meeting?
r we going to make all buildings k-8
Who interprets common core and breaks it up into grade level standards? When will this work be done?
What percent of our  students (k-12) have been represented by parents at the RISC informational meeting?
do the students working on only power standards get credit for the whole courses? 
Sparty On!
How did the lower level students feel if it took them more than 4 years to get through high school?
How did they sell this philosophy to the community?
did any teams talk to parents?
What does a sub plan look like? Do students treat substitutes like another facilitator? Differently?
Are the teachers responsible for working with students who need additional support in evening or on weekends?
will we be expected to work nights and weekends
how did districts del with the 12 yr old who is still at 2nd grade level, for example.
How do counselors, social workers and psychologists fit into this model?
where do electives fit in?
There will be kids who choose or cannot achieve the profiency standards to graduate...even if given an extra year. What happens to them?
class size???
Are the standards organized within courses that state D.O.E or colleges would recognize? 
Sparty On!
is there a plan for extra PD
Were the elementary classrooms still grouped by age level? If not, what range of ages were in each class?
How would it be implemented? Fully k12? A group of teachers? A grade level?
did you see or hear of districts/teachers using Twitter FB, Pintrest, etc. as a resource/tool?
how much planning time to teachers get at these schools?
thanks for the info- how do you see this working at KH
Did you see any specials, and if so, what did they look like?
Did you see any specials, and if so, what did they look like?
How do teachers find the time at the Elementary level to assign all of the various levels?   Do they have early release/late start days?
how were assessments created for each standard?  Were they teacher-created? Did all assessments need to be approved by other teachers/admin?
I'm still confused about direction instruction as well as how formative assessment works in PBS
did you come across any mixed-aged elem. classes?
Were the elementary classrooms still grouped by age level? If not, what range of ages were in each class?
Were these schools required to give written tests to students and how do they report to the state for adequite growth?
Mr. Johnson - Happy Holidays
did you meet graduates of these schools who have gone on to academic or career success, or just the guy living out of his car?
great presentations!  You guys rock!'
what about extra d
what do the standards look like for special education students? Specifically students with cognitive impairments and ASD?
What are class sizes in elementary? Do teachers have the same kids all day in their classrooms in elementary?
class sizes
class sizes
how long before we would begin implementing this?
what are the class sizes for the k-2 classes in Lindsay? Do they have classroom aides?
Can we have access to a copy of Lindsay's strategic design document?
how did electives fit into the schedule?
What plan does our district have in terms of a learning strategy when our current admin team moves on to other districts?
explain in greater detail how 3 week blocks work?


